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Abstract

The variability of the shortwave radiative fluxes at the surface and top of atmosphere (TOA) is examined in a pre-industrial

modelling setup using the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) as a possible pacemaker of atmospheric decadal-scale variability.

Within models from the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project – Phase 6, downwelling shortwave radiation at the surface,

the net shortwave fluxes at the surface and TOA, as well as cloud radiative effects show remarkably similar patterns associated

with the PDO. Through ensemble simulations designed with a pure PDO pattern in the North Pacific only, we show that the

PDO relates to about 20-40% of the unforced year-to-year variability of these shortwave fluxes over the Northern Hemispheric

continents. The SST imprint on shortwave-flux variability over land is larger for spatially aggregated time series as compared

to smaller areas, due to the blurring effect of small-scale atmospheric noise. The surface and TOA radiative flux anomalies

associated with the PDO index range of [-1.64; 1.64] are estimated to reach up to ±6Wm-2 for North America, [?] 3Wm-2 for

India and+-2Wm-2 for Europe. We hypothesise that the redistribution of clouds in response to a North Pacific PDO anomaly

can impact the South Pacific and North Atlantic SSTs.
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Key Points:5

• The PDO is a prominent pacemaker for variability, accounting for about 1/3 of6

the shortwave flux year-to-year variability over NH continents.7

• A negative PDO anomaly leads to a reduction in atmospheric shortwave reflec-8

tivity (clouds) in North America and Europe and an increase in India.9

• The redistribution of clouds in response to a North Pacific PDO anomaly might10

influence SSTs in the South Pacific and North Atlantic.11
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Abstract12

The variability of the shortwave radiative fluxes at the surface and top of atmosphere13

(TOA) is examined in a pre-industrial modelling setup using the Pacific Decadal Oscil-14

lation (PDO) as a possible pacemaker of atmospheric decadal-scale variability. Within15

models from the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project – Phase 6, downwelling short-16

wave radiation at the surface, the net shortwave fluxes at the surface and TOA, as well17

as cloud radiative effects show remarkably similar patterns associated with the PDO. Through18

ensemble simulations designed with a pure PDO pattern in the North Pacific only, we19

show that the PDO relates to about 20-40% of the unforced year-to-year variability of20

these shortwave fluxes over the Northern Hemispheric continents. The SST imprint on21

shortwave-flux variability over land is larger for spatially aggregated time series as com-22

pared to smaller areas, due to the blurring effect of small-scale atmospheric noise. The23

surface and TOA radiative flux anomalies associated with the PDO index range of [−1.64; 1.64]24

are estimated to reach up to ±6 Wm−2 for North America, ∓3 Wm−2 for India and ±2 Wm−2
25

for Europe. We hypothesise that the redistribution of clouds in response to a North Pa-26

cific PDO anomaly can impact the South Pacific and North Atlantic SSTs.27

Plain Language Summary28

We investigate how solar radiation at Earth’s surface and the top of the atmosphere,29

which are mainly controlled by cloudiness, can vary over decades as a response to a horse-30

shoe pattern typical for the North Pacific sea surface temperatures (SSTs) – the Pacific31

Decadal Oscillation (PDO). We use idealized climate model simulations to show that about32

a third of the year-to-year changes in solar radiation over the Northern Hemispheric con-33

tinents are related to this phenomenon. These changes are more noticeable when look-34

ing at large areas rather than small ones, as high frequency smaller scale atmospheric35

variations can obscure the bigger picture. By keeping the PDO fixed to a constant neg-36

ative value, implying below average cold sea surface temperatures off the western coast37

of North America and warmer than average temperatures towards Japan, we show that38

North America and Europe exhibit a reduction in cloudiness, while clouds increase in39

India.The same with an opposite sign is true for a positive PDO anomaly. These changes40

in cloud patterns might further affect SSTs in the South Pacific and North Atlantic oceans.41

1 Introduction42

Internal climate variability on a range of spatial and temporal scales and its inter-43

play with radiative processes is important for understanding Earth’s energy balance and44

its potential response to changing forcings over different temporal and spatial scales. The45

shortwave part of Earth’s energy budget, specifically absorbed solar radiation (or net short-46

wave flux at the top of atmosphere, TOA) and its response to greenhouse gas forcing are47

shown to be fundamental for Earth’s climate and climate change (Trenberth & Fasullo,48

2009; Donohoe et al., 2014). From a surface perspective, aerosols and their temporal vari-49

ability are suggested to impact the surface energy balance by altering downwelling short-50

wave radiation at the surface (e.g. Stanhill and Moreshet (1992); Wild (2009); Wild et51

al. (2012, 2014)).52

Several studies have shown that internal climate variability interferes with the en-53

ergy fluxes on a range of scales, notably including decadal time scales at TOA (e.g. Allan54

et al. (2014); Loeb et al. (2018, 2021); Wills et al. (2021); Meyssignac et al. (2023)) and55

at the surface (e.g. Folini et al. (2017); Augustine and Capotondi (2022); Chtirkova et56

al. (2023)). Variations are shown to relate to known elements of internal variability like57

El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO), Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO), Atlantic Mul-58

tidecadal Oscillation (AMO). The focus of our study is the PDO, which is identified as59

the dominant pattern of sea surface temperature variability in the North Pacific, char-60

acterised by decadal-scale warming and cooling with a characteristic horseshoe pattern61
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(Mantua & Hare, 2002). Over decadal time scales, the PDO is associated with strength-62

ening and expansion of the North Pacific subpolar gyre in response to a deepening of the63

Aleutian Low and increasing variability at longer time scales due to adjustment of west-64

ward propagating oceanic Rossby waves (Qiu et al., 2007; Taguchi et al., 2007; Wills et65

al., 2019)). The PDO has a South Pacific counterpart, referred to as South Pacific Decadal66

Oscillation (SPDO, Chen and Wallace (2015); IPCC (2021)), which is thought to be in-67

fluenced by a collection of processes including extratropical modes, ENSO teleconnec-68

tions and ocean dynamics (Shakun & Shaman, 2009; Zhang et al., 2018). The combined69

phenomenon between PDO, ENSO and SPDO, though believed to be physically distinct70

modes (Newman et al., 2016; IPCC, 2021), is the Inter-decadal Pacific Oscillation (IPO,71

Power et al. (1999); Folland (2002); Henley et al. (2015)).72

The PDO is found to be related to atmospheric dynamics, specifically the Pacific73

North American pattern, and is strongly correlated with temperature and precipitation74

patterns over North America (Liu et al., 2017; Rohli et al., 2022). There are further in-75

dications of a possible link between the Pacific North American Pattern and North At-76

lantic Oscillation and Atlantic storm tracks trough baroclinic waves (Pinto et al., 2010).77

The PDO has also been proposed as the major driver of decadal-scale surface downwelling78

shortwave radiation anomalies (dimming and brightening) for the United States (Augustine79

& Capotondi, 2022) and is also hypothesised as a contributor to European dimming and80

brightening (Chtirkova et al., 2023).81

In this study, we focus on various aspects of the shortwave part of Earth’s energy82

budget, including the downwelling shortwave radiation at the surface – F ↓
S , net short-83

wave radiation at the top of the atmosphere (TOA, positive downward) – F ↓↑
T , net short-84

wave radiation at Earth’s surface (positive downward) – F ↓↑
S , shortwave atmospheric ab-85

sorption – Aatm, and the shortwave cloud radiative effects at the surface and TOA – CRES ,86

CRET . As our interest is with the PDO as a potential pacemaker of part of the inter-87

nal variability of shortwave fluxes for decadal scales, we use the PDO evolution as a ref-88

erence and examine the shortwave fluxes “through the lens of the PDO”. We do so by89

analysing both coupled climate model simulations from the Coupled model intercompar-90

ison project – Phase 6 (CMIP6, Eyring et al. (2016)) and our own simulations with the91

atmosphere-only global climate model ICON, where we constrain the PDO spatial anomaly92

to a specific value and assess the response of the shortwave radiative fluxes. The paper93

is structured as follows: in section 2 we describe the data and experimental setup. The94

results are presented in three parts: in section 3.1, we identify patterns of decadal trends95

in the shortwave fluxes; in section 3.2, we estimate the fraction of total variability at-96

tributable to SSTs and PDO and in section 3.3 we quantify the anomalies in the radia-97

tive fluxes as a function of the PDO index value. In section 4, we discuss potential dif-98

ferences that arise from the lack of coupling or from using specifically ICON-A, we also99

bring observed PDO anomalies into the picture. We conclude in section 5.100

2 Data and Methods101

The study consists of two parts – we use coupled model data to pinpoint the qual-102

itative relationship between the SW fluxes and PDO and we give a quantification of the103

fraction of variability attributable to PDO and the flux anomalies in Wm−2 based on104

our own numerical simulations.105

2.1 CMIP6 Data106

The first part of the study uses the unforced control simulations (piControl) of CMIP6107

(Eyring et al., 2016) to investigate the unforced variability of the shortwave fluxes at the108

surface and TOA and relate them to the PDO. The PDO index for the CMIP6 analy-109

sis is computed using the the Climate Variability Diagnostics Package—CVDP, version110

5.1.1 (Phillips et al., 2014), developed by NCAR’s Climate Analysis Section. We include111
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52 simulations from 44 coupled models. The multiple simulations for some models come112

from slightly modified model versions in terms of physical parameterizations used or as113

different realizations. The full list is given in Table 1. Our analysis uses annual mean114

data, and is performed on a per grid box level. The radiative fluxes are interpolated to115

a 1°grid (same as the GFDL-ESM4 grid) using 2nd order conservative remapping. This116

part is an expansion of Chtirkova et al. (2023) to all short shortwave fluxes: for each of117

the 52 simulations, we use annual mean data to compute the distribution of all possi-118

ble trends (linear regressions) in the PDO index, then we take the periods with trend119

magnitudes below the 10th and above the 90th percentile and combine them into com-120

posite (mean) trend maps of the shortwave fluxes – one for the increasing and one for121

the decreasing phases of the PDO, subsequently combining individual models into multi-122

model median maps, one per shortwave flux component. In addition, to provide a region123

specific discussion, we select four regions by visual inspection of the shortwave flux trend124

maps (that are derived from PDO index trends), focusing on regions that do show trends125

upon strong changes of the PDO. We choose regions with approximately equal area (be-126

tween 3.7 and 3.9 106 km2). The regions we come up are the following and we refer to127

them with the names of the nearest (but not the whole) geographical features they cover:128

North America (30-50°N, 250-270°E), Europe (40-55°N, 0-30°E), India and Indochinese129

Peninsula (10-18°N, 71-110°E) and Australia (15-30°S, 128-150°E). A visual depiction130

of the regions is provided on the last subplot of Figure 2.131

2.2 ICON-A simulations132

We use the atmospheric part of the icosahedral nonhydrostatic (ICON) Earth Sys-133

tem Model (ESM): ICON-A (Jungclaus et al., 2022). The atmospheric general circula-134

tion model ICON-A (Giorgetta et al., 2018; Crueger et al., 2018) is in a configuration135

using the Max Planck Institute climate physics package and the rotated R2B4 grid (grid136

id 0013), the same as in the ICON-ESM-LR CMIP6 data with an approximate grid in-137

crement of 160 km. The tuning configuration is also the same as in the coupled version’s138

piControl simulation. As boundary conditions, we use monthly mean SST data from the139

first 100 (out of 500) years coupled simulation within CMIP6. The SST climatological140

mean fields for the simulations as well as sea ice climatologies are computed over all 500-141

years of ICON-ESM-LR data. All other boundary conditions are kept at pre-industrial142

climatological values, including sea ice data, stratospheric ozone and aerosol optical prop-143

erties. Well-mixed greenhouse gasses have a constant vertical mixing ratio and the so-144

lar constant is kept at 1360.744 Wm−2 in accordance with CMIP6 protocols. Our mo-145

tivation for using SST data from the coupled CMIP6 run instead of observed data is two-146

fold: (1) we have 500 years of statistics that are not contaminated by global warming147

and (2) the SST field is in part characteristic of the atmospheric circulation. By using148

SSTs from the coupled counterpart of the same model, we avoid a possible mismatch be-149

tween the SST data and the specifics of the atmospheric circulation of the ICON model150

its R2B4 grid.151

We run experiments with prescribed SSTs, where we retain only the low-frequency152

component of the PDO. This is done by first decomposing the SST field (500-years of153

ICON-ESM-LR) into eigenvectors (empirical orthogonal functions, EOFs), eigenvalues154

and their principal components (PCs). Following the recommendations of NCAR Cli-155

mate Data Guide (Schneider et al., 2013), we deseasonalize and decompose the SST field156

in a rectangular box in the North Pacific. The box boundaries are taken from the CVDP157

source code (which we use for the CMIP6 analysis). The EOF decomposition is done us-158

ing the Python package: pyEOF (Zheng, 2021), which uses the Numpy singular value159

decomposition methods (Harris et al., 2020). The PDO is defined as the first principal160

component (PC1, the one with the largest eigenvalue) of the decomposed field – Figure161

1 shows the eigenvector expressed as correlation (a), its corresponding time series (b) and162

power spectra (c). We further low-pass filter the principal component time series using163

a logarithmic function in frequency space with a time window of 10 years. To obtain a164
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Figure 1. First eigenvector and PC time series derived from EOF analysis of the SST field in

ICON-ESM-LR’s piControl run. The first EOF (eigenvector), shown in (a), is presented as the

correlation with the monthly SST time series for each grid box. Blue box shows the region in

which the EOF decomposition is done. In (b), the normalized value of the original first PC (PDO

index) time series is displayed in blue and its low-pass filtered counterpart in orange. Shown are

only the first 100 years. Low pass filtering is done by smoothing out frequencies of larger than

1/10 years with a sharp logarithmic function. Panel (c) displays the power spectral density esti-

mated using Welch’s method (Welch, 1967) for the entire 500-year simulation.

complete SST field as model boundary conditions, we re-project the resulting low-frequency165

time series (lfPDO) on the PDO eigenvector and add the per-grid box seasonal cycle on166

top. We do not sum up the remaining eigenvectors and principal components, giving us167

an SST field, where the only inter-annual variability comes from the PDO pattern. All168

grid boxes outside the PDO box are kept at their climatological values, apart from a smooth-169

ing distance around the box which is included for numerical considerations and detailed170

in the Appendix Appendix A.171

To better carve out variability related to SST variability in general and SST vari-172

ability related to the PDO in particular, we run two main sets of simulations with 20 en-173

semble members each: a set of 100-year simulations where the SST field is taken as is174

from the first 100-years of the piControl run (“allSST”) and another set of 100-year sim-175

ulations where the only variability in the SST field comes from the low frequency com-176

ponent of the PDO obtained as described above via low-pass filtering and projecting the177

PC1 time series (“lfPDO”). Ensemble members share the initialization of the atmosphere178

but differ in the calendar day and associated insulation at simulation start (e.g. January179

1, January 5 etc.). We discard the first 1-5 years after initialization, considering this as180

model spin up, and analyze only subsequent data. This data corresponds to simulation181

years 4006-4099 of the ICON-ESM-LR piControl run (95 years in total).182
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To further quantify the influence of a concrete PDO phase (index value) on the SW183

fluxes, we run seven 100-year simulations with a “perpetual” PDO phase with different184

amplitudes of the SST anomaly and analyse the last 95-years to reduce the impact of185

the initial condition. To obtain the field, we take the 99th, 95th and 68th percentiles of186

the distribution of monthly PDO index values from the 500-year ICON-ESM-LR CMIP6187

piControl simulation, and project constant time series with these index values onto the188

PDO eigenvector, seasonality is added on top. The seven PDO index values we consider189

based on the above mentioned percentiles and their negative counterparts are 2.58, 1.64,190

0.44, 0, -0.44, -1.64 and -2.58. SST anomalies that correspond to these values are fur-191

ther detailed in the Appendix Appendix A.192

3 Results193

We examine the impact of the PDO on the various shortwave flux components. Each194

subsection takes a different perspective in terms of time scales (decadal scale trends and195

year-to-year variability) and with regard to the details of the PDO. Section 3.1 looks at196

the PDO arising in fully coupled CMIP6 piControl simulations, where it combines with197

other modes of variability, and asks about the imprint of strong PDO phase changes on198

decadal scale trends of the various shortwave fluxes. Sections 3.2 and 3.3, by contrast,199

look at a PDO the pattern of which is highly idealized by design, comprising only the200

North Pacific region. Associated atmosphere-only simulations with the ICON-A model201

are used to examine the imprint of this idealized PDO on shortwave fluxes: how the year-202

to-year variability of the PDO mirrors in shortwave flux time series (3.2) and how short-203

wave fluxes differ between ever-lasting positive and negative PDO phases, respectively204

(3.3). The latter experiments offer an idealized view on strong PDO phase changes.205

3.1 Patterns related to PDO206

Our first quest is to investigate the patterns of the shortwave radiative flux com-207

ponents related to PDO phase shifts within CMIP6 models. The analysis is done for the208

distribution of all possible 20-year trends (linear regressions) of the PDO index, select-209

ing the periods with strongest transitioning of the index and computing the trends of210

the energy balance components for those periods (same as in Chtirkova et al. (2023) for211

F ↓
S). The strongest transitions of the PDO index in our case correspond to 20-year trends212

above 90th and below 10th percentiles for PDO↑ and PDO↓ transitions respectively. The213

results are presented in Figures 2 and 3. For simplicity, we only discuss results related214

to PDO↑ in the text, i.e. the PDO changing phase from negative to positive, bearing in215

mind that the same is valid with opposite sign for the opposite transition.216

For the all-sky shortwave fluxes, we find that the patterns are remarkably similar217

both in spatial structure and in magnitude for F ↓
S and the net shortwave fluxes at the218

surface and TOA (F ↓↑
S , F ↓↑

T ). This suggest that the reduction of F ↓
S (in N. America and219

Europe during PDO↑) is also associated with a reduction in F ↓↑
T and in F ↓↑

S , i.e. less short-220

wave radiation absorbed over these regions by the whole system and in particular – at221

Earth’s surface. A significantly different pattern is displayed by shortwave atmospheric222

absorption (Aatm). Regions bearing a statistically significant imprint (no hatching) of223

the PDO phase shift in Aatm may not show up in the other shortwave fluxes and vice224

versa (e.g. parts of Africa or the Americas). Regions featuring a statistically significant225

impact from PDO phase changes may show opposite signs for Aatm than for the other226

shortwave fluxes. This is notably the case in wide parts of the Pacific and neighbour-227

ing regions. For example, the increase in F ↓↑
T over Australia combines with a reduction228

in Aatm to result in an even stronger increase in F ↓
S downward.229

On the clear-sky side (Figure 3), patterns are overall least pronounced for F ↓↑
T,cs.230

The much more pronounced and geographically more extended patterns in F ↓
S,cs and Aatm,cs231
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Figure 2. All-sky shortwave flux and cloud radiative effect trend patterns during 20-year pe-

riods with a strong negative-to-positive phase transition of the PDO index (PDO↑) and periods

with a strong positive-to-negative transition (PDO↓) obtained from CMIP6 piControl simula-

tions. Each map is composed of radiative flux trends which correspond the strongest 10% trends

in the PDO index, averaged for each CMIP6 model. Multi-model median is computed among the

maps obtained from 52 CMIP6 piControl simulations. Hatched regions represent areas where the

Mann-Whitney-U test is passed at the 0.05 confidence level, i.e. differences between the distri-

butions built from individual models for the PDO↑ and PDO↓ periods at that grid box are not

statistically significant. Black boxes on the last map are those, over which we compute aggre-

gated time series.

follow each other closely but with opposite sign, suggesting that changes in F ↓
S,cs are pri-232

marily mediated by changes in Aatm,cs. The absorbed clear-sky shortwave radiation at233

the surface (F ↓↑
S,cs also resembles the F ↓

S,cs and Aatm,cs for most ocean areas except for234

the parts where sea ice plays a role. The clear-sky F ↓↑
T,cs in the Arctic regions increases235

with PDO↑, which is associated with less reflectivity in the system, likely due to the de-236

creased sea ice area during a warm PDO (Simon et al., 2022).237

This surface albedo effect is also evident in the all-sky patterns. The difference in238

the all-sky Aatm and clear-sky Aatm,cs implies that increased absorption in cloudy con-239

ditions due to multiple scattering is significant for regions like the North Pacific.240

CREs at the surface and TOA, associated with the different PDO phases, also yield241

identical patterns and similar magnitudes to F ↓
S , F

↓↑
T and F ↓↑

S , with the exception of the242

Arctic. The increase of F ↓
S , respectively CRES (CRE becomes less negative), in the warm243

North Pacific pool and the decrease in the cold pool (CRE becomes more negative, i.e.244

more clouds) further serve to enhance the SST anomalies associated with PDO. An in-245

teresting feature is the shift from enhanced F ↓
S , F

↓↑
T and F ↓↑

S in the warm region during246

a PDO↑ and the opposite sign trends over North America.247

We assess the uncertainty of the presented results on a grid box level in two ways:248

we test whether the samples assembled upon results from individual models for PDO↑249

(first sample) and PDO↓ (second sample) are part of the same distribution using the Mann-250
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Figure 3. Same as Figure 2 but for the clear-sky fluxes.

Whitney-U test (Mann & Whitney, 1947); we also compute the spread among models251

(difference between the 90th percentile and 10th percentile values) for each grid box. De-252

pending on variable, the Mann-Whitney-U test is passed on the 0.05 level in 27-39% of253

grid boxes (34% for F ↓
S), i.e. for these grid boxes there is no statistically significant dif-254

ference between periods of strongest negative or positive changes in the PDO index. These255

regions are hatched in Figures 2 and 3. The CMIP6 multi-model spread across grid boxes256

is on average 0.12Wm−2year−1 for the all-sky fluxes and CRE (apart from Aatm) and257

on average 0.02Wm−2year−1 for the clear-sky fluxes and all-sky Aatm (given are median258

values across grid boxes representative for all variables). Model spread also depends on259

the region and is highest in regions where the trend values are the highest. In relative260

units, the spread in clear-sky fluxes across models is higher in clear-sky as compared to261

all-sky, which was also highlighted in Chtirkova et al. (2022).262

The differences among models with regard to PDO and its relation to shortwave263

fluxes may be illustrated by inspecting the model specific correlations between the PDO264

index annual mean time series and regionally averaged annual mean shortwave flux time265

series, even though they cannot be directly related to the decadal scales discussed above.266

Corresponding Pearson correlation coefficients are given in Table 1. We choose the four267

regions (see last map on Figure 2): North America and Europe, where our trend maps268

show a negative correlation for the all-sky fluxes (apart from Aatm) and India and In-269

dochinese Peninsula and Australia where the maps show a positive relationship. For F ↓
S ,270

F ↓↑
T and F ↓↑

S , almost all models agree on the sign of the relationship in these regions. Ex-271

ceptions include EC-Earth3, INM-CM4-8, INM-CM5-0 and NorCPM1. Exceptions for272

Aatm, occur more often but trend patterns are also different for Aatm as compared to F ↓
S273

and the choice of regions is not optimal for Aatm. We also highlight the models which274

show the strongest correlation coefficients between the PDO index and shortwave fluxes275

in North America, India and Australia: CESM2-FV2, CESM2-WACCM-FV2, CMCC-276

CM2-SR5, CMCC-ESM2, GFDL-ESM4, GISS-E2-1-G (p5), ICON-ESM-LR and MIROC6277

(given are models showing a correlation coefficient above 0.5 for at least one region and278

variable). The weaker correlations for Europe are expected due to its larger distance from279

the Pacific Ocean and other causes for variability there but models still agree on the sign280

of the relationship.281

Going back to trend magnitudes and Figures 2 and 3, we mark as important that282

even though trend magnitudes are given in absolute units, they are strongly dependent283

on model and percentile of the PDO index trends over which we select periods. Trend284

magnitudes are on average 23-28% stronger (depending on variable) when increasing the285

percentile range from 90-10 (as shown on Figures 2 and 3) to 95-5. This happens for a286
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Table 1. Pearson correlation coefficients between the annual mean PDO index and all-sky

shortwave components of the energy balance: downwelling at surface (F ↓
S), net at TOA (F ↓↑

T ),

net at surface (F ↓↑
S ), and absorbed by the atmosphere (Aatm). The SW components are taken as

spatially aggregated annual-mean time series for four different regions (drawn on Figure 2). Bold

font indicates absolute value of the correlation coefficient larger than or equal to 0.5. Correlation

coefficients are calculated over the entire piControl simulations, which yields a different number

of years for each model.

North America Europe India and Indochinese Peninsula Australia

Model F
↓
S

F
↓↑
T

F
↓↑
S

Aatm F
↓
S

F
↓↑
T

F
↓↑
S

Aatm F
↓
S

F
↓↑
T

F
↓↑
S

Aatm F
↓
S

F
↓↑
T

F
↓↑
S

Aatm

ACCESS-CM2 -0.38 -0.35 -0.36 0.25 -0.16 -0.20 -0.20 0.03 0.22 0.23 0.22 -0.06 0.18 0.19 0.19 -0.15
ACCESS-ESM1-5 -0.42 -0.38 -0.40 0.44 -0.21 -0.22 -0.22 0.16 0.27 0.29 0.26 0.03 0.32 0.31 0.31 -0.28
AWI-CM-1-1-MR -0.30 -0.27 -0.28 0.24 -0.16 -0.17 -0.17 0.12 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.27 0.27 0.27 -0.25
BCC-CSM2-MR -0.26 -0.26 -0.27 0.26 -0.15 -0.16 -0.16 0.13 0.11 0.13 0.11 0.07 0.19 0.18 0.18 -0.14
BCC-ESM1 -0.33 -0.33 -0.35 0.34 -0.10 -0.12 -0.12 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.14 0.12 0.12 0.12 -0.09
CAS-ESM2-0 -0.49 -0.46 0.03 -0.46 -0.22 -0.24 0.02 -0.24 0.31 0.34 -0.01 0.34 0.35 0.36 -0.03 0.36
CESM2 -0.43 -0.22 -0.27 0.41 -0.19 -0.22 -0.23 0.19 0.38 0.41 0.37 0.07 0.41 0.41 0.34 -0.10
CESM2-FV2 -0.52 -0.48 -0.49 0.37 -0.16 -0.18 -0.18 0.13 0.44 0.44 0.43 -0.22 0.49 0.48 0.47 -0.41
CESM2-WACCM -0.47 -0.25 -0.30 0.46 -0.12 -0.13 -0.15 0.19 0.37 0.39 0.36 -0.02 0.41 0.40 0.35 -0.15
CESM2-WACCM-FV2 -0.59 -0.50 -0.52 0.50 -0.19 -0.19 -0.21 0.23 0.55 0.55 0.54 -0.32 0.48 0.49 0.44 -0.20
CIESM -0.47 -0.28 -0.32 0.43 -0.10 -0.10 -0.10 0.09 0.22 0.25 0.22 -0.01 0.29 0.30 0.29 -0.24
CMCC-CM2-SR5 -0.47 -0.32 -0.35 0.44 -0.20 -0.25 -0.25 0.18 0.46 0.47 0.44 -0.13 0.52 0.50 0.51 -0.50
CMCC-ESM2 -0.51 -0.37 -0.40 0.44 -0.26 -0.30 -0.31 0.25 0.54 0.54 0.52 -0.23 0.58 0.57 0.58 -0.56
CNRM-CM6-1 -0.11 -0.18 -0.19 0.10 -0.11 -0.18 -0.18 0.04 0.16 0.18 0.17 -0.03 0.17 0.18 0.17 -0.14
CNRM-ESM2-1 -0.11 -0.12 -0.13 0.16 -0.11 -0.17 -0.16 0.06 0.22 0.25 0.23 -0.05 0.15 0.16 0.15 -0.13
CanESM5 (p1) -0.28 -0.14 -0.17 0.16 -0.22 -0.22 -0.22 0.14 0.29 0.33 0.29 -0.06 0.35 0.36 0.35 -0.33
CanESM5 (p2) -0.23 -0.14 -0.15 0.09 -0.21 -0.24 -0.23 0.12 0.31 0.34 0.31 -0.08 0.35 0.36 0.35 -0.33
CanESM5-CanOE -0.25 -0.17 -0.18 0.12 -0.20 -0.24 -0.23 0.11 0.33 0.36 0.32 -0.11 0.37 0.37 0.37 -0.36
E3SM-1-0 -0.42 -0.29 -0.33 0.43 -0.12 -0.13 -0.14 0.17 0.15 0.15 0.15 -0.05 0.13 0.15 0.13 -0.06
EC-Earth3 -0.22 -0.24 -0.24 0.15 0.05 -0.17 -0.15 -0.07 0.27 0.27 0.27 -0.21 0.17 0.17 0.17 -0.15
EC-Earth3-CC -0.38 -0.26 -0.29 0.35 -0.08 -0.23 -0.23 0.14 0.34 0.34 0.33 -0.21 0.28 0.26 0.26 -0.24
FGOALS-f3-L -0.31 -0.19 -0.22 0.29 -0.21 -0.26 -0.25 0.10 0.17 0.20 0.16 0.08 0.04 0.06 0.05 0.04
FGOALS-g3 -0.18 -0.25 -0.26 0.25 -0.20 -0.31 -0.30 0.19 0.21 0.22 0.21 -0.06 0.24 0.26 0.24 -0.16
GFDL-CM4 -0.38 -0.29 -0.31 0.29 -0.14 -0.18 -0.18 0.05 0.38 0.43 0.38 0.18 0.31 0.33 0.32 -0.23
GFDL-ESM4 -0.55 -0.50 -0.52 0.45 -0.19 -0.18 -0.19 0.13 0.31 0.35 0.29 0.24 0.42 0.42 0.39 -0.08
GISS-E2-1-G (f1) -0.24 -0.32 -0.31 0.14 -0.31 -0.32 -0.32 0.17 0.46 0.48 0.46 0.05 0.23 0.25 0.23 -0.14
GISS-E2-1-G (f2) -0.28 -0.33 -0.33 0.24 -0.28 -0.31 -0.31 0.10 0.41 0.44 0.41 0.04 0.26 0.27 0.25 -0.16
GISS-E2-1-G (p3) -0.28 -0.32 -0.33 0.36 -0.41 -0.42 -0.42 0.28 0.39 0.43 0.39 0.14 0.23 0.25 0.22 -0.12
GISS-E2-1-G (p5) -0.37 -0.42 -0.43 0.40 -0.40 -0.41 -0.42 0.23 0.51 0.56 0.51 0.30 0.24 0.26 0.23 -0.07
GISS-E2-1-H (f1) -0.27 -0.28 -0.29 0.23 -0.18 -0.21 -0.20 0.04 0.37 0.39 0.37 -0.01 0.18 0.18 0.18 -0.13
GISS-E2-1-H (f2) -0.18 -0.19 -0.19 0.12 -0.15 -0.16 -0.15 0.07 0.34 0.35 0.34 -0.03 0.20 0.21 0.20 -0.12
GISS-E2-1-H (p3) -0.19 -0.17 -0.20 0.31 -0.26 -0.26 -0.26 0.19 0.28 0.30 0.28 0.05 0.17 0.18 0.17 -0.10
HadGEM3-GC31-LL -0.42 -0.36 -0.38 0.35 -0.21 -0.21 -0.23 0.20 0.32 0.34 0.32 -0.01 0.26 0.30 0.27 -0.14
HadGEM3-GC31-MM -0.32 -0.22 -0.25 0.25 -0.16 -0.19 -0.20 0.14 0.34 0.34 0.34 -0.14 0.10 0.15 0.10 -0.01
ICON-ESM-LR -0.57 -0.59 -0.58 0.42 -0.19 -0.22 -0.21 0.12 0.59 0.58 0.59 -0.51 0.47 0.46 0.47 -0.48
INM-CM4-8 -0.26 -0.29 -0.28 0.07 -0.08 -0.06 -0.06 0.04 -0.06 -0.06 -0.06 0.08 0.27 0.27 0.27 -0.19
INM-CM5-0 -0.19 -0.25 -0.24 0.05 -0.10 -0.15 -0.14 0.04 -0.15 -0.14 -0.15 0.21 0.02 0.01 0.02 -0.04
IPSL-CM6A-LR -0.29 -0.30 -0.29 0.16 -0.14 -0.18 -0.18 0.07 0.02 0.05 0.02 0.06 0.28 0.28 0.28 -0.28
KACE-1-0-G -0.33 -0.17 -0.22 0.34 -0.13 -0.13 -0.15 0.21 0.23 0.24 0.23 -0.03 0.12 0.17 0.12 0.00
MIROC-ES2H -0.44 -0.33 -0.37 0.45 -0.17 -0.20 -0.20 0.14 0.39 0.44 0.39 0.28 0.32 0.33 0.33 -0.27
MIROC-ES2L -0.42 -0.35 -0.41 0.49 -0.14 -0.15 -0.16 0.16 0.30 0.41 0.31 0.46 0.20 0.20 0.21 -0.19
MIROC6 -0.55 -0.39 -0.44 0.57 -0.17 -0.20 -0.21 0.22 0.35 0.41 0.35 0.40 0.39 0.41 0.40 -0.33
MPI-ESM-1-2-HAM -0.36 -0.35 -0.36 0.29 -0.28 -0.27 -0.27 0.23 0.04 0.06 0.02 0.16 0.27 0.27 0.27 -0.25
MPI-ESM1-2-HR -0.27 -0.23 -0.24 0.19 -0.21 -0.22 -0.22 0.10 0.14 0.16 0.11 0.14 0.25 0.28 0.26 -0.18
MPI-ESM1-2-LR -0.42 -0.41 -0.41 0.33 -0.24 -0.25 -0.25 0.22 0.15 0.17 0.13 0.07 0.27 0.28 0.27 -0.22
MRI-ESM2-0 -0.35 -0.20 -0.24 0.33 -0.07 -0.10 -0.09 0.02 0.30 0.35 0.31 0.03 0.18 0.20 0.18 -0.08
NESM3 -0.10 -0.17 -0.12 -0.17 -0.10 -0.12 -0.10 -0.03 0.14 0.13 0.14 -0.13 0.11 0.10 0.11 -0.11
NorCPM1 (r1) -0.06 0.02 0.00 0.10 -0.24 -0.25 -0.25 0.15 0.25 0.27 0.24 0.13 0.25 0.25 0.24 -0.18
NorCPM1 (r2) -0.20 -0.17 -0.18 0.20 -0.29 -0.30 -0.29 0.10 0.28 0.29 0.27 0.08 0.32 0.34 0.32 -0.24
NorCPM1 (r3) -0.12 -0.06 -0.08 0.19 -0.27 -0.26 -0.27 0.20 0.25 0.27 0.24 0.15 0.32 0.32 0.32 -0.26
SAM0-UNICON -0.46 -0.22 -0.26 0.41 -0.20 -0.20 -0.21 0.18 0.34 0.35 0.34 -0.18 0.49 0.49 0.49 -0.47
UKESM1-0-LL -0.43 -0.41 -0.44 0.48 -0.19 -0.22 -0.24 0.29 0.27 0.28 0.27 -0.09 0.34 0.37 0.36 -0.29
Median -0.33 -0.28 -0.29 0.29 -0.19 -0.21 -0.21 0.14 0.30 0.34 0.29 0.03 0.27 0.27 0.27 -0.17

few reasons: (1) PDO trends across models differ and (2) PDO trends in the same model287

above the 90th percentile differ, (3) the atmospheric response to the same PDO trend288

across models might be different. Taking a smaller subset of PDO indices does not nec-289

essarily provide better statistics because of too much non-PDO related variability that290

is not averaged across many data points. To further quantify what fraction of the vari-291

ability is attributable to the PDO and what are the specific radiative anomalies related292

to its phases, we rely on results from simplified numerical experiments described in the293

following sections.294

3.2 PDO fraction in variability295

In our simplified ICON-A numerical setup, we would firstly like to give an estimate296

on what fraction of total shortwave flux variability can be attributed to the SST field297

and what fraction of that is attributable to the PDO pattern. To achieve this, we first298
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Figure 4. Standard deviation of the annual mean time series per grid box of the the 20-

ensemble-member mean low frequency PDO experiment for different variables (first column),

ratio between the standard deviation of the 20-ensemble-member mean in the all SST experiment

and the standard deviation for the control run (second column) and ratio between the standard

deviation of the 20-ensemble-member mean in the low-frequency PDO experiment and the con-

trol run (third column). The control run is one ensemble member of the all SST experiment.

need to separate atmosphere-only variability from SST-related atmosphere-ocean vari-299

ability. We do so by running 20 ensemble members with SSTs directly taken from the300

coupled run (“allSST”): one ensemble member of this experiment (our control run) should301

possess both atmosphere and coupled variability. The atmosphere-only variability should302

be averaged out in the ensemble mean time series (average time series across ensemble303
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members for each grid box) and the only remaining variability in the 95-year ensemble304

mean should be related to the prescribed time-varying SSTs, as they are the only time-305

evolving boundary condition in our “allSST” experimental setup.306

Taking this idea further, annual mean time series averaged over the 20 ensemble307

members of the “lfPDO” experiment should retain only variability associated with the308

low frequency PDO variability. The standard deviation of the latter (computed upon the309

95-year ensemble mean time series per grid box) is shown on Figure 4, first column. We310

also show results for the surface temperature TS (last row on Figure 4) because they best311

illustrate the direct effect of the experimental setup. Testing for a different number of312

ensemble members, we find the resulting reduction of variability converges for around313

10 ensemble members.314

To gain an impression of the relative importance of SST variability in general and315

PDO variability in particular, we compute the differences relative to the control run of316

the standard deviations of the time series per grid box as: σallSST,ensmean/σallSST,ens01,317

where σallSST,ensmean is the per grid box standard deviation of the ensemble mean time318

series (atmosphere-only variability is averaged out), and σallSST,ens01 is the per grid box319

standard deviation of one of the ensemble members (our control run; includes atmospheric320

variability; results are not sensitive to the choice of specific ensemble member). The ra-321

tio is shown on Figure 4, second column. We see that SST-related variability is respon-322

sible for almost all of total (atmosphere and ocean) variability in the tropical regions.323

The standard deviation for the ensemble mean is reduced in roughly half for the short-324

wave flux variables for continental regions like North America and Europe (on a grid box325

level). Looking into spatially averaged (aggregated) time series instead of individual grid326

boxes (i.e. taking the spatially averaged time series and computing its standard devi-327

ation instead of averaging the standard deviations of the time series per grid box), the328

resulting ratio σallSST,ensmean/σallSST,ens01 is 10-30% more (not shown), i.e. SSTs explain329

a larger fraction of variability for spatially averaged time series across regions than for330

individual grid boxes. This is not surprising because the influence of the SSTs over land331

usually occurs thorough the large-scale circulation, the effect of which is reduced at the332

grid box level from small-scale noise and this small-scale noise is already averaged out333

in the aggregated time series, yielding a smaller reduction in variability. For the aggre-334

gated time series in our regions of interest, we find that the ratio is 0.78 for F ↓
S and 0.69335

for F ↓↑
T for North America, 0.53 for F ↓

S and 0.54 for F ↓↑
T for Europe and 0.74 for both336

F ↓
S and F ↓↑

T for India and Indochinese peninsula. The fraction of variability of CRE that337

can be related to the time evolving SSTs is 0.62 of the variability in the Northern Hemi-338

sphere (0.57 for North America, 0.45 for Europe and 0.67 for India and Indochinese penin-339

sula).340

The second step is to estimate how much of the total variability is related to the341

low-frequency PDO pattern. We do so by computing the ratio between the 20-ensemble-342

member mean in the “lfPDO” experiment and the control run: σlfpdo,ensmean/σallSST,ens01.343

The result (third column on Figure 4) is that the low frequency component of the PDO344

in our experimental setup is related to almost none of the variability in the tropics for345

the variables we investigate, it is also no or little related to the SST-related variability346

in Australia and South America. For the Northern Hemisphere aggregated time series,347

the PDO is related to a fraction of 0.37-0.44 (depending on the variable) of SST-related348

variability. For the shortwave radiative fluxes σlfpdo,ensmean/σallSST,ens01 this is 0.24-0.25349

(depending on the variable) on average for individual grid boxes in the Northern Hemi-350

sphere. For spatially aggregated time series in the Northern Hemisphere, the fraction of351

total variability attributable to PDO is 0.33-0.35, for North America – 0.39-0.42, for Eu-352

rope – 0.27-0.31, for India and Indochinese peninsula – 0.22-0.27. The fractions of vari-353

ability presented in this section are indicative for the variability of annual mean time se-354

ries and become larger for longer time scales, at which higher frequency atmospheric noise355

plays a smaller role (not shown).356
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3.3 Quantification of shortwave radiative flux anomalies associated with357

PDO phases358

Figure 5. All-sky shortwave flux, cloud radiative effect and surface temper-

ature anomalies computed for each “perpetual PDO” experiment (P̃C1(t) ∈
[−2.58(−p99),−1.64(−p95),−0.44(−p68), 0.44(p68), 1.64(p95), 2.58(p99)]) relative to the con-

trol run (P̃C1(t) = 0). Hatched regions represent areas where the Student-t test is passed at

the 0.05 significance level, i.e. the null hypothesis of equal population means of the two samples

(time series in experiment and control in individual grid boxes) cannot be rejected.

We remove the temporal element of the PDO evolution and use the “perpetual”359

PDO set of simulations to quantify the increase in each of the radiative fluxes as a func-360

tion of the PDO index value which is embroidered in the climatological SST field as anoma-361

lies in space (exact SST anomalies are shown on Figure A3). Each simulation is conducted362

with a constant in time PDO index value; the index values are chosen as different per-363

centile of the distribution of all PDO index values obtained from the 500-year coupled364

simulation. By computing the difference between the mean time series of each experi-365

ment and the control run (neutral PDO), we obtain radiative flux anomalies per grid box366

which correspond to the different simulations (PDO indices). The spatial distribution367

of the radiative flux and surface temperature anomalies are shown on Figure 5. Com-368

paring the spatial patterns to the trends distribution obtained from CMIP6 (Figure 2)369

for F ↓
S , F

↓↑
T and F ↓↑

S , we observe similarities in the Northern Hemisphere, including the370

North Pacific region, North America, Europe and Southern Asia. A prominent differ-371

ence observed in the Southern hemisphere is Australia. In the fully-coupled CMIP6 sim-372

ulations, where the PDO occurs in combination with other modes of ocean variability,373

Australia evolves in phase with South Asia. By contrast, in our simulations where the374
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Figure 6. Same as Figure 5 but for anomalies in atmospheric transmittance, reflection, ab-

sorption and surface albedo.

Figure 7. Scatter plots for different variables as a function of the PDO index value for regions

denoted on Figure 2. The regional means for India and Indochinese peninsula are multiplied by

−1. Uncertainty ranges show the 95% confidence interval determined via t-statistics. Values on

y-axis depend on the exact choice of region boundaries, which is arbitrary.

PDO exists in isolation, this connection between Australia an South Asia is broken. The375

differences between our ICON-A simulations and CMIP6 will be further addressed in the376

discussion.377

Comparing the simulations that differ in the strength and sign of the PDO SST378

anomaly (the different columns on Figure 5), we observe prominent and statistically sig-379

nificant differences in the simulations that correspond to higher percentiles (95, 99). In380

the p68, -p68 experiments, where the spatial SST anomaly is not as strong, the patterns381

of the radiative flux response cover smaller areas that appear scattered, but the result-382

ing anomaly is of the same sign as in the simulations with stronger anomalies. We as-383

sess the statistical significance per grid box by performing Student t-test (Student, 1908)384

between the time series in the control run and the one in the corresponding experiments.385

Our null hypothesis that the two samples come from the same population is rejected in386

23-29% (depending on the radiative flux variable) of the boxes in the Northern Hemi-387
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sphere for the p95 simulation and in 40-42% for the p99 simulation. These include most388

of the North Pacific Ocean, North America, South India, the Indochinese Peninsula and389

East Africa, more pronounced in the Ethiopian Highlands. The null hypothesis cannot390

be rejected at the 0.05 level for most of Europe (depending on the variable and exper-391

iment), indicating that the atmosphere-only variability can easily mask the PDO signal392

in a statistical test.393

Based on the anomalies that correspond to -p95 and p95 (second and fifth columns394

on Figure 5), the surface and TOA radiative flux anomalies reach up to ±6 Wm−2 for395

parts of North America, ∓3 Wm−2 for India and ±2 Wm−2 for parts of Europe. These396

numbers represent per grid box anomalies associated with the PDO range of [−1.64; 1.64]397

in the 95-year mean where atmospheric noise is averaged out.398

To draw a more general picture and exploit the connections and similarities between
the radiative fluxes, we decompose the observed changes to changes in the optical prop-
erties of the atmospheric column (transmittance, reflection and absorption) and changes
in surface reflection (albedo) in relation to the PDO anomaly (our different simulations).
To do so, we closely follow the decomposition described in Stephens et al. (2015) and Loeb
et al. (2019), who use the upwelling and downwelling shortwave fluxes at TOA and at
the surface: F ↓

T = S (downwelling shortwave at TOA), F ↑
T , F

↓
S , F

↑
S . Exactly following

Stephens et al. (2015), where further details may be found, we define the effective sur-
face albedo α, the system transmittance T and the system reflectance R as:

α =
F ↑
S

F ↓
S

, (1)

R =
F ↑
T

S
= r +

tαt

1− rα
, (2)

T =
F ↓
S

S
=

t

1− rα
, (3)

where t and r are the atmospheric transmissivity and reflection for a single beam, given399

the assumption that the atmosphere reflects and transmits equally in both upward and400

downward directions. The system reflectance R includes the reflected energy from the401

atmosphere rS plus the multiple scattering between the surface and atmosphere, it cor-402

responds to Earth’s planetary albedo (Stephens et al., 2015).403

We can compute t and r from the T and R (and the radiative fluxes respectively)
by:

t = T
1− αR

1− α2T 2
(4)

r = R− tαT (5)

To better carve the energy partitioning, we express the atmospheric transmissivity t as:

t = 1− a− r, (6)

where a = 1 − r − t is the fraction of the beam that is absorbed by the atmosphere.404

This gives a more clear separation on whether the excess energy that does not reach the405

surface goes into heating the atmosphere.406

The spatial patterns of t, r, a and α are shown on Figure 6. It is evident that r closely407

resembles the patterns of changes in CRE (Figure 5), cloud cover, cloud liquid water and408

cloud ice content (not shown). a is similar to Aatm, as is to be expected, but their pat-409

tern does not closely follow the column integrated water vapour content (not shown),410

as clouds are also essential for atmospheric absorption (see section 3.1). The surface albedo411

α has its own unique pattern, which is enhanced when looking only at winter months412

(not shown), indicating that the changes are associated mainly with changes in snow cover.413
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There is an increase in α in North America during a positive PDO, in line with increased414

r in the region. Over Eurasia, the change in α is not symmetric for the positive and neg-415

ative PDO phases: the increase in during a positive PDO seems to extend South to around416

55°N, while during a negative phase, there is an increase in North Siberia (South to 60°N),417

and a decrease further South.418

To draw whether the response of the large-scale radiative fluxes to the SST anomaly419

related to the PDO is linear or not, we take the anomalies of the spatially averaged time420

series in the regions discussed in the previous sections – North America, Europe and In-421

dia and Indochinese peninsula and plot the mean anomalies for each simulations as a func-422

tion of the “perpetual” PDO index driving the simulation. The anomalies are computed423

by aggregating the time series in the region, taking the time-mean across the last 95-years424

of the experiment run and subtracting the control run aggregated temporal mean. Re-425

sulting dependencies are shown on Figure 7 with the anomaly for India and Indochinese426

peninsula given with a negative sign to match the direction of the other curves. In the427

range of PDO indices we work in, the response of the radiative fluxes is mostly linear,428

even though there is asymmetry around zero for some regions and variables. For the ag-429

gregated time series in North America and India and Indochinese peninsula, the anomaly430

is about ±4 Wm−2 for PDO index values of -2.58, 2.58 (-p99, p99 in the ICON-ESM-431

LR piControl distribution) and about about ±1 Wm−2 for Europe. These values depend432

on the exact choice of the regions, which is only done for illustrative purposes and is ar-433

bitrary.434

Results for Europe are indistinguishable from the control run, given the 95% con-435

fidence interval of the uncertainty of the mean, which is also evident from the statisti-436

cal tests performed per grid box (Figure 5). However, the confidence intervals do not over-437

lap for the highest and lowest PDO values, showing a distinct and statistically signif-438

icant difference between the positive and negative values. The increase of both a and r439

from negative to positive PDO values, shows that they both contribute to the reduction440

F ↓↑
S with the contribution of r being much larger. This is also evident when comparing441

the net radiative anomalies at the surface and TOA with F ↓↑
T being always slightly smaller442

than F ↓↑
S , implying that the increased atmospheric absorption slightly offsets the reduc-443

tion in F ↓↑
S for a positive PDO phase. Unlike the radiative fluxes, the surface temper-444

ature, TS , dependence is different in North America and Europe – the anomaly is neg-445

ative in North America and small but positive in Europe, which is also evident in the446

patterns on Figure 5.447

Lastly, we assess the relative contributions of t, a and α to changes in F ↓
S for the

different PDO anomalies (simulations). We do so by expressing F ↓
S as:

F ↓
S =

1− r − a

1− rα
S (7)

Since S in our case does not have any inter-annual variability and by also omitting co-
variance terms between δr, δa and δα, we can approximate the change in F ↓

S as:

δF ↓
S

S
≈ −δa− δr

1− rα
− (1− r − a)(−rδα− αδr)

(1− rα)2

= δr
(
− 1

1− rα
− −α(1− r − a)

(1− rα)2

)
+ δa

( −1

1− rα

)
+ δα

( (1− r − a)(−r)

(1− rα)2

)
= k1δr + k2δa+ k3δα.

(8)

The linear equation above allows us to attribute the changes in downwelling solar radi-448

ation δF ↓
S to changes in the atmospheric and surface properties: δr, δa and δα. A sim-449

ilar expression can also be obtained for the net fluxes at the surface and TOA but for450

this we limit ourselves only to downwelling surface radiation.451
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Taking the relative contributions as δaS/δF ↓
S , δrS/δF

↓
S and δαS/δF ↓

S , we find that452

for the individual regions they are approximately constant for the different PDO index453

values (i.e. relative contributions of the different terms do not change with the PDO value),454

especially the higher ones, where δF ↓
S is more distinct. The first thing we highlight is that455

the relative contributions depend on the region. For the ocean regions, where α is es-456

sentially constant, we note the following: in the Tropical extension of the PDO, almost457

all of the change in F ↓
S comes from changes in the reflectivity of the atmosphere δr; the458

same is true for the West part of the PDO region (cold region during a positive PDO459

phase) with only 2-3% of the changes in F ↓
S being attributable to δa; in the East part460

of the PDO (warm region during a positive phase), 86% of the changes in F ↓
S are attributable461

to δr and around 14% to δa. Over India and Indochinese peninsula, 91% of the changes462

are attributable to δr and around 9% to δa. In the North American region, 93% of the463

changes can be attributed to δr, 13% – to δa, and 6% are offset by δα, which dampens464

the reduction in F ↓
S by increased snow cover during the positive PDO phase and the other465

way around for the negative phase. For Europe (excluding Scandinavia), the increase in466

r and a, and a reduction in α, all contribute to a reduction in F ↓
S by 80%, 17% and 3%467

respectively. All percentages given are average contributions of the terms for the -p99,468

-p95, p95 and p99 simulations. The residual contributions of the covariance terms are469

less than 0.1% for all regions and experiments investigated.470

4 Discussion471

The discussion section is structured as follows: in the first part we compare results472

from our “perpetual” PDO ICON-A simulations to the coupled ICON-ESM-LR and CMIP6473

multi-model median to carve out differences that are due to coupling and differences be-474

tween ICON and the median across CMIP6 models. In the second part, we compare the475

PDO index amplitudes within ICON and observations, namely ERSST V5 (Huang et476

al., 2017).477

Comparing the patterns between Figures 2 (CMIP6) and 5 (ICON-A), we observe478

differences in the shortwave radiative fluxes in the Southern Hemisphere, Australia, South479

America, the Arab peninsula and Sahara, Atlantic ocean and the Arctic. The radiative480

flux patterns for Australia, South Pacific, and South America are evident in both CMIP6481

multi-model median (Figure 2) and ICON-ESM-LR (Figure B1), implying that they re-482

sult from the coupling or a large-scale process related to the PDO that is not included483

in our experimental setup rather than differences between the ICON model and CMIP6.484

This suggests that the mechanisms responsible for Australian and South American ra-485

diative flux anomalies do not depend only on the PDO as a horseshoe phenomenon in486

the North Pacific, but on its basin-wide manifestation – IPO, which does not exist in that487

form in our “PDO only” simulations. Furthermore, the radiative fluxes in the South Pa-488

cific appear to be affected in a similar (but weaker) way as in CMIP6, which in a cou-489

pled simulation would have an effect on the SSTs and the dynamics thereafter. This change490

in the shortwave radiative fluxes (including unforced dimming and brightening) might491

be one of the mechanisms through which Northern extratropics communicate with South-492

ern hemisphere and PDO influences the SPDO and they combine into IPO.493

The dimming above the Atlantic during PDO↑ that is evident in CMIP6 and ICON-494

ESM-LR (Figure B1) but not in our ICON-A (Figure 5) simulations implies that it ei-495

ther arises from the interaction between the atmosphere and ocean or there are other496

processes, independent from the North Pacific horseshoe pattern, that are related to the497

PDO. A mechanism that we propose is that the North Atlantic dimming in the coupled498

models might arise from the ocean transport (by surface currents like the Gulf stream)499

of cold waters from the East coast of North America into the ocean interior. The East500

coast is influenced by PDO-related dimming that is also evident in our atmosphere-only501

ICON-A simulations. This gives a hypothetical example of a communication mechanism502

between the North Pacific and North Atlantic oceans through surface shortwave fluxes.503
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The difference in the region of the Mediterranean Sea, Arab peninsula and Sahara:504

dimming in CMIP6 multi-model median and no-specific response or weak brightening505

in our ICON-A (Figure 5) simulations are also evident between the CMIP6 multi-model506

median (Figure 2) and ICON-ESM-LR (Figure B1), which implies that they are due to507

differences in the specific model response of ICON.508

We also highlight that the correlation coefficients between ICON-ESM-LR and the509

shortwave fluxes are higher as compared to the majority of CMIP6 models, but such high510

correlation coefficients are also evident in model families such as CESM2, CMCC, GFDL511

and MIROC (Table 1). This stronger relationship is also evident in the stronger trend512

magnitudes in ICON-ESM-LR (Figure B1) as compared to CMIP6 multi-model median513

(Figure 2). It is also related to the large inter-model spread in the trend magnitudes es-514

timated in section 3.1. Whether the differences among models are due to a weaker SST515

anomaly or a different atmospheric response requires further investigation.516

We next compare the PDO that we derived from ICON-ESM-LR to the PDO time517

series computed with the same method upon the ERSST-v5 reconstructed SST data (Huang518

et al., 2017) that covers the period 1920-2015 on a 2°grid with a monthly resolution. We519

decrease the imprint of global warming on the observational SST field by subtracting the520

global annual mean SST anomaly from each grid box. Extracting the first eigenvector521

(that corresponds to the PDO horseshoe) from the deseasonalized monthly anomalies522

in the observations, yields the historical PDO time series. The variance fraction explained523

by this principal component is 17%, in comparison for ICON-ESM-LR, the variance frac-524

tion is 25% (based on the ratio between the first eigenvalue divided by the sum of all eigen-525

values). To account for differences in the variance fraction, the principal component time526

series are usually normalized by their eigenvalues, which relates the magnitude of the spa-527

tial pattern (EOF) and the temporal variability (PC). We then compare the 95th per-528

centiles of the resulting distributions of PDO index values, that are 1.64 for ICON-ESM-529

LR and 1.58 for ERSST-v5, yielding a slightly stronger PDO amplitudes in ICON-ESM-530

LR as compared to ERSST-v5. The differences in variance fraction also imply that the531

observational SST field contains much more “noise” on top of the idealized PDO evo-532

lution that we analyse in this study. The pattern correlation for PDO between the ICON-533

ESM-LR and ERSST-v5 is 0.85 (computed on the ICON grid), typical for CMIP model534

ranges of 0.8-0.9 (Newman et al., 2016).535

One might pose the question on why we use SSTs from the coupled piControl run536

instead of directly taking them from observations. The reasons for this are the follow-537

ing: (1) the piControl simulation is not contaminated by global warming and climate change;538

(2) we can build better statistics and derive a cleaner eigenvector from 500 years of data539

as compared to the shorter observational period; (3) the atmospheric dynamics within540

the model is aligned with the SSTs, which might be of relevance because SST patterns541

are a combination of atmospheric and oceanic processes and having a numerical mismatch542

between the atmosphere and SSTs might compromise a study that focuses solely on in-543

ternal variability. Given the comparison to observed SSTs above, we do not have indi-544

cations of significant biases in the PDO pattern selected for our experiments.545

5 Summary546

The present study targets the role of one specific mode of ocean variability – the547

PDO, in the variability of the shortwave flux components within Earth’s energy balance:548

F ↓
S , F

↓↑
T , F ↓↑

S , Aatm, CRES , CRET . First, we look at them through the lens of the PDO549

in coupled simulations, i.e. the PDO as it is diagnosed via the PDO index in CMIP6 pi-550

Control simulations, where the it is naturally co-occurring with other modes of variabil-551

ity, notably ENSO and the SPDO. Seen through this PDO lens, the all-sky components552

of F ↓
S , F

↓↑
T , F ↓↑

S , CRES , CRET show remarkably similar patterns associated with the PDO,553

highlighting the redistribution of clouds in sync with the PDO in the coupled system.554
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On the other hand, changes of all-sky Aatm and the clear-sky components in relation-555

ship to the PDO show different patterns that reflect the redistribution of shortwave ab-556

sorbers in the atmosphere (mainly water vapour) and changes in effective surface albedo557

in response to PDO.558

Adjusting the PDO lens to focus, by experiment design, exclusively on the North559

Pacific horseshoe and its year-to-year variability, we ask the question what is the frac-560

tion of total year-to-year variability that can be related to the PDO. To do so, we run561

ensemble amtosphere-only simulations with ICON-A (each with length 100 years) that562

allow us to average out atmosphere-only variability for an all SST (“allSST”) case and563

a low frequency PDO case (“lfPDO”). The “allSST” experiment contains the SSTs di-564

rectly taken from the coupled piControl run of ICON-ESM-LR, while the “lfPDO” ex-565

periment contains only the low-frequency component of the PDO time series projected566

on the SST field. We show that SST-related variability (including ENSO) is related to567

almost all variability of shortwave fluxes in the tropics and about half of the variabil-568

ity in the extratropics. The PDO alone (constrained to the North Pacific) is related to569

almost none of the variability in the tropics and around 20-40% of variability of the short-570

wave fluxes over the Northern Hemispheric continents. We also show that over land, SST-571

related variability is more evident in spatially averaged (aggregated) time series as com-572

pared to individual grid boxes. This is because the SSTs impact on large-scale dynam-573

ics is prone to be blurred by small-scale noise.574

Keeping the idealized spatial form of the PDO lens but now idealizing also the tem-575

poral manifestation, we carry out a set of “perpetual” PDO simulations, each correspond-576

ing to a different PDO anomaly in space. When comparing the geographical patterns577

of shortwave flux anomalies we obtain this way to geographical patterns of trends within578

the CMIP6 data set, we find overall agreement in the Northern Hemisphere. We show579

that the mean anomalies on a grid box level for North America reach up to ±6 Wm−2;580

for India and Indochinese peninsula – up to ∓3 Wm−2; and for Europe – up to ±2 Wm−2.581

Numbers represent anomalies associated with the PDO range of [−1.64; 1.64] (-p95 and582

p95) taken from the temporal mean of each 100-year simulation, where atmospheric vari-583

ability is averaged out.584

Focusing on changes in F ↓
S , induced by the PDO, we find that the relative contri-585

butions of changes in fractional atmospheric reflection r, absorption a, and effective sur-586

face albedo α depend on the region. r (primarily related to clouds) has the largest con-587

tribution in all regions with α (primarily related to snow cover) slightly offsetting the588

effect for North America and a (related to both water vapour and clouds) playing a larger589

role for PDO-related F ↓
S anomalies in Europe and a smaller role for India and Indochi-590

nese peninsula. Magnitudes in F ↓↑
T are in general less than those in F ↓↑

S , which is explained591

by the increase of both r and a in those regions – increased atmospheric absorption slightly592

offsets the decrease in absorption at the surface.593

The combined view through these different PDO lenses, ranging from a “realistic”594

PDO embedded in its natural context of other modes of variability in CMIP6 to a highly595

idealized, eternally phase locked PDO within our ICON-A simulations, inspires some hy-596

potheses and speculations. By assessing the similarities and differences in these patterns,597

we mark regions that show a different response in coupled and atmosphere-only simu-598

lations. The radiative flux anomalies in the South Pacific ocean evident in the idealized599

atmosphere-only simulations suggest that the North Pacific PDO impacts the South Pa-600

cific through changes in r (clouds). The resulting change in F ↓
S (dimming and bright-601

ening) might be one of the mechanisms through which Northern extratropics commu-602

nicate with Southern extratropics and in the SST field: PDO and SPDO combine into603

IPO. We also note that a similar mechanism might be present for the North Atlantic –604

during a positive PDO phase, dimming over the East coast of North America (evident605

in the atmosphere-only simulations) can cool the surrounding waters, which in a cou-606

pled run are transported via ocean currents, resulting in dimming throughout the path607
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of the Gulf stream in the North Atlantic (as seen in the coupled simulations). Thus, un-608

forced decadal changes in the shortwave radiative fluxes, like dimming and brightening,609

appear to participate in sustaining (in the North Pacific) and maybe forcing (in the South610

Pacific and North Atlantic oceans) decadal scale SST trends, which highlights their im-611

portance for atmosphere-ocean modes in the coupled system.612

Appendix A Appendix: Detailed experiment design613

Here we give a detailed description of the modification we perform on the SST field
used in the ICON-A simulations. We start by obtaining the monthly mean SSTs from
the coupled ICON-ESM-LR piControl run that is 500 years of length. We take the tem-
perature at the lower boundary of the atmosphere (surface temperature, ts) that is al-
ready on the grid of the atmospheric model (R2B4, grid id 0013). We deseasonalize the
data by subtracting the climatological mean for each month. We extract the surface tem-
perature of non-land grid boxes using the ICON grid description and we arrange the SST
field in a 2D matrix of time and space: SST (t, xall), where t ∈ [0; 6000) represents 500
years of monthly data and xall ∈ [0; 13132) represents all non-land grid boxes on the
ICON grid. We further restrict the region of interest to the North Pacific bounding box:
20-70°N and 110-260°E. The resulting field SST (t, xreg) with xreg ∈ [0, 1522), we de-
compose into a set of principal components PCi(t) and empirical orthogonal functions
EOFi(xreg), weighted to the area of each grid box (singular value decomposition):

SST (t, xreg) =

imax∑
i=1

PCi(t)⊗ EOFi(xreg), (A1)

where imax = 1522 corresponds to the number of grid boxes in xreg. By definition, PC1(t)614

and EOF1(xreg) correspond to the PDO time series and spatial pattern. The spatial pat-615

tern expressed as correlations is shown on Figure A1-a.616

The main mathematical challenge is to have a smooth transition of the field out-
side the geographical box in which the EOF decomposition is performed (If the decom-
position is performed on a larger box, the resulting EOF1 bears the strong tropical fin-
gerprint of ENSO.) In order to expand EOF1(xreg) into the larger domain, we use a method
referred to as Empirical Orthogonal Function Teleconnections, or EOF Regression or Tele-
connection Patterns (van den Dool et al., 2000). The method relies on expanding each
EOFi(xreg) by computing the slope of linear regression between SST (t, xj) and PCi(t)
for each grid box (xj). The outer product of the obtained map of regression coefficients
si(xall) and PCi(t) gives us the reconstructed field for the i-th principal component:

S̃ST (t, xall) = PCi(t)⊗ si(xall). (A2)

In general, if we were to obtain a realistic field that represents a larger fraction of vari-
ability, we would have to obtain a linear regression coefficient map for each principal com-
ponent and sum over all of them. Since our goal is to have a field containing variabil-
ity only related to the first one, we simply:

S̃ST (t, xall) = PC1(t)⊗ s1(xall). (A3)

This process uses the linear relationship between SST (t, x) and PC1(t), contained in s1(x)617

to reconstruct the field in the larger domain (xall). By design, singular value decompo-618

sition represents the field as a linear combination of modes (eigenvectors), and their cor-619

responding PCs. Mathematically, the reconstruction yields identical results in the region620

of xreg but extended to a larger domain. Since the decomposition is not done in the larger621

domain, we do not have the proper eigenvectors to reconstruct back the whole field but622

this is not our intention as we are only interested in the primary principal component623

and its extended eigenvector.624
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Figure A1. Left plot shows first EOF expressed as the correlation with the monthly SST

time series for each grid box, blue box shows the region in which the EOF decomposition is done

(same as on Figure 1. Superimposed points align with those presented in Figure A2. Middle plot

shows the distance of each grid box from the boarder of the PDO box (blue box). Right plot

shows the corresponding distance factor, obtained via the sin2 function. The distance factor

equals 1 inside the box and 0 at distances exceeding 3000 km.

The idea of extending the spatial field from xreg to xall was for a smooth transi-625

tion of the projected field outside the boundaries of the North Pacific box. We do this626

by first computing the distance between the center of each grid box and the closest grid627

box within the North Pacific box: d. The resulting Distance map is shown on Figure A1-628

b. We decide on a maximum distance away from the region in which we modify the field629

of dmax = 3000 km. We construct a distance factor df that is:630

df =


1 if inside the N. Pacific box

sin
(

π
2 × d−dmax

dmax

)2

if d < dmax

0 if d >= dmax

(A4)

The resulting df map is shown on Figure A1-c. When projecting an arbitrary P̃C1(t)631

in the form of anomaly time series to obtain a SST field, we simply multiply the time632

series by df . Climatological values per grid box are added in the end to obtain a real-633

istic field with seasonality.634

We perform the following experiments, each 100 years of length:635

1. “piSST”: SST taken directly from the coupled CMIP6 run. They correspond to636

the first 100 years (4001-4101) in the ICON-ESM-LR piControl simulation.637

2. “lfPDO”: Project P̃C1(t) that is obtained after low-pass filtering the original PC1(t)638

with a filter in the form of a sharp logarithmic function in frequency space: F =639

(a1/a0)
fi/(N−1) for frequencies fi higher than fmin = 0.00833 cycles/month, which640

corresponds to 10 years in monthly values. The coefficients are a1 = 10−7 and641

a0 = 1. N = 6000 is the length of the input data in the form of deseasonalized642

monthly anomalies. The resulting P̃C1(t) time series and its power spectra are643

shown on Figure 1. Its projection as SST anomalies is shown on Figure A2.644

3. “Perpetual PDO” simulations, each corresponding to a different percentile (p) of645

the distribution of the original PC1(t) monthly values and we project a constant646

in time P̃C1(t):647

(a) P̃C1(t) = const = 2.58 (p99)648

(b) P̃C1(t) = const = 1.64 (p95)649

(c) P̃C1(t) = const = 0.44 (p68)650
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Figure A2. Time series of the first principal component and deseasonalized monthly SST

anomalies at different locations, depicted on Figure A1 for 100 years. The green point as chosen

with a strong positive correlation with PC1 (ρ(PC1)), the orange point – with a strong negative,

the blue point – weak correlation. The yellow point is strongly correlated to PC1 but lies outside

the analysis box and is affected by the distance factor. Black curve shows the original SST time

series from the piControl run (also the control simulation), orange curve shows time series from

SST field after projecting the low-pass filtered PC1. Gray lines depict the climatological simula-

tion (all values are zero), blue lines depict locked negative phase PDO simulations and red lines –

locked positive phase PDO simulations. Seasonality is not shown on the plots but included in the

SST boundary conditions.

Figure A3. SST anomaly associated with different percentiles (p) of the monthly PDO index

distribution that we uses for the corresponding experiments. Middle plot shows the mean SST

field on top of which we add the anomalies and the three shades of turquoise represent the maxi-

mum, mean and minimum extent of sea ice within one year.

(d) P̃C1(t) = const = 0 (p50, control run)651

(e) P̃C1(t) = const = −0.44 (-p68)652

(f) P̃C1(t) = const = −1.64 (-p95)653

(g) P̃C1(t) = const = −2.58 (-p99)654
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For a better illustration of how the SST field is being modified for each experiment,655

we include the anomaly time series (before adding the seasonality) for different grid boxes656

on Figure A2. The locations of the points are shown on Figure A1-a and we choose them657

as: the green point represents a location with a strong positive correlation with the PC1(t)658

time series; the orange point - strong negative correlation; the blue point is within the659

North Pacific box but is not correlated with the PC1(t) time series; and the yellow point660

is strongly correlated with the PC1(t) time series but lies outside the North Pacific box661

and is therefore again weakly affected by our modification (projected anomalies are smaller662

in magnitude as compared to the green and orange points). The spatial representation663

for each of the P̃C1(t) = const projections is given on Figure A3, where we also show664

the mean SST field and the climatology of sea ice that is kept constant across simula-665

tions, i.e. does not exhibit any inter-annual variability.666
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Appendix B Appendix: Patterns for ICON-ESM-LR667

The all-sky and clear-sky shortwave flux and cloud radiative effect trend patterns668

during 20-year periods with a strong phase transition of the PDO index for ICON-ESM-669

LR are shown to complement the patterns of the multi-model median of CMIP6 in Fig-670

ures 2-3.671

Figure B1. Same as Figure 2 but only for the piControl simulation of ICON-ESM-LR.

Figure B2. Same as Figure 3 but only for the piControl simulation of ICON-ESM-LR.

Open Research Section672

Data from the Coupled Model Inter-comparison Project—Phase 6 were used in the673

manuscript (Eyring et al., 2016). Climate indices were computed using the Climate vari-674

ability diagnostics package (CVDP) (Phillips et al., 2014). Observational sea surface tem-675

peratures are taken from the NOAA Extended Reconstructed SST V5 (ERSST) (Huang676

et al., 2017).677
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